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This is a draft copy of minutes, subject to change and approval at our next meeting. 

 
Michigan State Chapter Board of Directors 

July 19, 2014 
 
Tony Snyder, President, called the meeting to order at 9:03 AM. 
Tony led us in the Pledge of Allegiance and a prayer. 
 

Roll Call and Introductions 
Absent Region 1: Ken Buchholtz  
Present Region 2: Pete Demos, Bob Garner 
Absent Region 2: Barry Danks, E. Jim Szilagyi 
Present Region 3: Tony Snyder, Art Pelon, Gary Salmon, Jan Kuhtic, Phil Kuhtic, 
Ron Hopkins, Hugh Marx 
Absent Region 3: Dave Godley, Bert VanderWeele, Frank Brazynetz, Garry 
Biniecki, Jon Gray 
Absent Patch Program: Troy Hopkins 
Absent Past President: Herb Lorentz 
Guests: Craig Meredith, Tri County Longbeards, Mike Kennedy, Super 
Fund/Conservation Seed Chairman/Past State Chapter President, Al Bobrofsky, 
former NWTF National Board member  
Present NWTF Staff: Steve Sharp, Senior Regional Director, Shawn Dickey, 
District Field Supervisor, Tom Karsten, Regional Director, Ryan Boyer, Regional 
Biologist, Brian Zielinski, NWTF Conservation Area Manager 
MI DNR: Al Stewart, Upland Game Bird Specialist 
 

Correspondence, Agenda, and Minutes (Tony) 
Thanks for supporting 4H Shooting Sports, signed by many participants. 
Thanks from the Broken Arrow 4H Shooting team. 
Thanks from Dan Potter, the recipient of the Doug Johnson Award. 
Thanks from Becky Evans who bought our state basket at the NWTF convention. 
Thanks from Bill Kring, Pure MI Hunt winner (and Fox News manager) for the 
gifts.  
Thanks from Erin McDonough, former Executive Director of MUCC, for this 
group’s cooperation and good work.. 
Thanks from Jason McCullough, the Conservation Officer of the Year, for the 
award and sending him to the NWTF convention. 
Thanks from MSU for our donation of $2,000 to FFA. 
Thanks from Drew Lieske, the state scholarship winner. 
Thanks to the NWTF helpers at the Hunt for a Cure annual banquet. 
MI FFA invites us to a golf outing on August 7 (see Tony for details). 
 
The minutes of the January 2014 meeting were approved as written (Pete, Bob, 
carried). 
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The agenda is approved with these additions: Old Business add Bylaws, new 
Business, add Archery in the Schools, Wheelin’ Sportsmen donation of trailer, 
HB613, and Lifetime Turkey License. 
 

Treasurer’s Report (Gary) 
The Habitat Enhancement account had $2,062.44 on Jan. 18, 2014.  Check 
withdraws totaled $450 for a balance of $1,612.44 as of July 19, 2014. 
The General Fund account had $26,242.47 on Jan. 18, 2014.  Deposits were 
$50,397.60.  Check withdraws equaled $59,358.30 for a balance of $17,281.77 
on July 19, 2014.  Details of the checks are provided. 
The Treasurer’s report is approved (Pete, Jan, carried). 
 

NWTF Staff Reports 
Brian Zielinski, NWTF Conservation Area Manager, brings regards from Dave 
Nulty and Becky Humphries. He introduced Ryan Boyer, a new hire NWTF 
Biologist for MI and IN.  Brian says MI is now fully staffed and poised for success! 
Ryan is finishing his Master’s degree at MSU.  Rick Horton is in MN now, and 
has helped with Ryan’s transition.  Current and completed work (reported by 
Ryan) includes: 

• In northern WI and UP of MI, identifying wildlife openings and 
aspen stands ready for harvest.   Jumping Jack Stewardship 
Agreement includes harvesting 317 acres of forest, 248 acres of 
site preparation, and maintaining 311 acres of wildlife openings. 

• In Central MI, the Oak Savanna Stewardship Agreement and the 
Baldwin Wildlife Habitat Grant, which includes work in the Ottawa 
Forest with the DNR, Forest Service, and Ruffed Grouse Society.  
Looking for more habitat money here.  Groups around Baldwin 
provided some Super Fund money to help fund the Huron Manistee 
work.  

• Future work, together with the Natural Resources Commission and 
the Farm Bill, includes state wildlife habitat improvements with 3 
priority proposals.  3 grants are now actively sought in MI.  Specific 
work is in the Allegan State Game Area, up to 321 acres of habitat 
improvement with a fecon mower, with an emphasis on maintaining 
quality brood habitat.  In SE MI, habitat openings in Onstead State 
Game Area and Somerset State Game Area with 172 acres of work 
identified .  In the northern lower peninsula, hard and soft mast 
plantings with thinning of old apple trees in the Gaylord area.  Need 
volunteers for help on private lands.   

• With good signage and media coverage, hunters and the public can 
see this work accomplished, with recognition of NWTF and others.  
Signs can be ordered from Voss Signs, included in the grant 
money. 

We welcomed Ryan.  The MI State Chapter will give additional funds of $5,000 
annually to support our Regional Biologist for the next 2 years (Pete, Gary, 
carried). 
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Shawn Dickey reports that as of January 2014, MI is in the pre-planning stage for 
Save the Habitat, Save the Hunt (STH, STH).  The next steps are development 
of the Goals and Objectives and approval by the NWTF board.  30 states have 
finalized plans.  This is a 10 year dynamic process.  We need to define habitat 
acres, access acres, and new hunters.  We need an “acreage committee” and a 
“new hunter committee”.  Guidelines are provided by NWTF.  87 focal 
landscapes are identified in the US, with some critical areas, and most spanning 
state lines.  The Midwest focal landscapes (draft) were shown to us, mostly 
forests needing habitat improvement. 
   
The NWTF purchased more acreage in Edgefield, SC.  Now the land is being 
developed including the Palmetto Shooting Complex consisting of multiple 
shooting and archery ranges.  The plan includes cabins, ponds, and a retreat 
center.  Phase one is the shooting component, with $3.8 million raised and a $10 
million goal.  This is not state or local chapter money, but corporate funds.  This 
development has a three year time frame and a new hire, Tom Stuckey.  In this 
project, quality is first priority.   
 
Our State Chapter Super Fund allocated 39.58% of funds to habitat, plus many 
local chapters allocated habitat funds for their projects.  The $34,000 being spent 
on habitat includes the 50% Conservation Seed subsidy.   
Our allocation for focus projects (Save the Habitat, Save the Hunt) should be 
20%.  To meet this goal, we need to sell the concept to the local chapters, who 
tend to be short-sighted.  The benefits of spending focus money now for big 
returns later is a win/win for chapters, the state, and the NWTF.  By not paying 
the 50% cost for Conservation Seed, we could nearly meet the 20% goal, or 
consider using some of the Outreach Funds, which now have an excess. 
With a 20% allocation for focus projects, the money match is huge (1:10 match, 
almost unheard of).  Many other groups contribute to habitat improvement, 
including Ruffed Grouse, Pheasants Forever, Ducks Unlimited, etc. Even private 
donors watch our projects and contribute.  We can claim success with our 
Conservation Seed, since we spend over $100 planting our $10 bag of corn.  
Total impact may be over $250,000 this year. 
Practically, how does the Super Fund committee grant chapter requests if each 
chapter has to use 20% for focus areas?  They prioritize only 80% of what they 
contributed.  This needs to be explained at district meetings. Chapters need to be 
aware of the Outreach Fund so they do not request JAKES or WITO money from 
Super Fund.  This is no longer “dollar in, dollar out”, but instead some of the 
money is used to make more money, using money matches, grants, and in-kind 
services to accomplish STH, STH goals.   
Motion for up to 20% state-wide Super Fund allocations to be spent for MI focus 
areas (Art, Gary, carried).  It is understood that we will implement all available 
grants, eliminate waste at banquets, and take the time to explain this change at 
our banquets. 
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The NWTF staffing for the state was reviewed.  Ryan Boyer is our Regional 
Biologist for MI and the western UP is covered by Brandon Braden.  The 
Regional Director for western lower MI is Tom Karsten (welcomed back), and 
Steve Sharp has eastern lower MI.  Skip Markland has the southeast, Daron 
Bohn has the western UP, and Grant Schimmele has some south chapters.  
Shawn Dickey is the District Field Supervisor for MI, OH, and WV, not Chris Eder 
(now Director of Field Operations in the Midwest).  The JAKES Take Aim intern, 
using a Glasson grant, is Joe Presgrove. 
 
Tom gave an overview of fiscal year 2015 strategies and execution.   

• Up to 20% of Super Fund money for conservation programs is for grants.  
By priming the pump, we can get matching funds to leverage our dollars. 

• We need a two year commitment for $5,000 each year to fund the MI/IN 
Regional Biologist position, which will enable him to get grants and make 
habitat plans. 

• Begin strategic planning for STH, STH by naming a state coordinator, who 
will go to Edgefield October 16-19 for training. 

• Plan district leadership meetings, each with at least one state board 
member present, which is vital to impact our volunteers. 

• Make the changes to Super Fund allocations state-wide. 
• Be proud of our successes.  $3.619 million has been spent on the ground 

since 1985. 
 

Steve reports that we have had a challenging year with less staff and his injury.  
In 2012, Super fund was $129,411.  In 2013, Super Fund was $103,541.  In 2014 
to date Super fund is $82,159 with 4 banquets and 4 fund raisers to go, projected 
at $92,000.  Adult memberships in 2012 was 5,157 and 448 sponsor members; 
in 2013 4,684 regular and 555 sponsors; in 2014 to date 3,440 regular (projected 
to be 3,800) and 418 sponsors.  Net income in 2012 was $548,879; in 2013 
$529,698, and in 2014 $408,144 to date.   
New and restarted chapters are Kalamazoo River Limb Hangers (Sept. 2014), 
UP Snow Gobblers (target Oct. 2014) and Macomb Lost Gobblers (Jan. 2015). 
We are strongly encouraged to recruit volunteers, fill the halls, and sell the 
tickets! 
 
Al Stewart, NWTF technical rep for MI, reports that the fall turkey guides are 
available now.  Apply now for permits, or use the over-the-counter option.  Note 
the pictures of NWTF habitat work, listing of workshops, and listing of 
contributions.  We are excited about the NWTF focus projects, and the strategy 
for their accomplishment.  Becky at NWTF knows MI DNR, and knows MI, and 
we have a great staff of biologists and an active state board. It is remarkable that 
Dan Potter, NWTF volunteer and former state chapter president and board 
member, was declared Outdoor News Person of the Year.  The first page and 
another whole page was used for Dan’s recognition in this MI newspaper. 
Save the Habitat, Save the Hunt strategy is aligned with the MI upland Game 
Bird strategic plan in MI.  We were given the synopsis of the MI Upland Game 
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Bird Strategic Plan.  In the handout Wild Turkeys in MI, we see that turkey 
license buyers came from all 50 states and 6 other countries in the last 5 years, 
and MI is in the top 10 turkey harvest states. 
   
The recent license changes were supported by the NWTF.  The license money 
helps to implement the goals, objectives, and strategies identified in the Wildlife 
Division’s  Guiding Principles and Strategies (GPS), described in the handout 
More Bang for Your Buck, which in turn align with the Save the Habitat, Save the 
Hunt goals.   
Other current projects include WHIP, crabapple seedling, and many local 
projects arranged with local biologists.  Many projects are money-matched. 
The annual report for the DNR Wildlife Division includes pictures of NWTF.  The 
Grouse Enhanced Management System (GEMS) promotes grouse hunting, but 
does not mention that the NWTF is involved in the national grouse, pheasant, 
and turkey management.  We need recognition for our direct involvement and 
economic stimulus. 
We oppose SB 613 which includes wild turkey in the list of “road kill” animals 
which may be possessed at any time with no license.   
MUCC has passed a resolution about shooting turkey or small game from a tree.  
We will consider this with our future recommendations. 
 

Habitat Enhancement (Pete) 
There are many active food plot programs for long-term solutions to turkey 
survival over the MI winters.  The Black Mountain chapter has planted 11,000 
crab apple trees, cooperating with MUCC for tree donations.  Red Splendor trees 
fare well with fertilizer.  Trees, high bush cranberry transplants and sorghum are 
being tried in the western UP.  Property improvements are being done with the 
Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation, including removing heavy fences along power 
lines, and destroying invasive species.  The northern MI and UP chapters need 
habitat enhancement funds to remain available for this important work. 
The Citizens for Professional Wildlife Management group has turned in enough 
signatures to ask the House and Senate for a vote.  The timing is critical.  On 
August 13 the voting must take place, so we urge you to call Speaker Bolger and 
Senate Majority Leader Richardville. 
 

Conservation Seed (Mike Kennedy) 
The gross total spent for Conservation Seed was $52,000.  The management 
changed from Dave Godley to Ryan Longanbach.  We anticipate the same seed 
for next year, although the shipping price for corn might increase.  Some seed is 
on hand now.  Only 3 chapters still owe money (the RD will follow-up).   Seed 
orders for 2015 are due by December 1.  Mike will update the order form and put 
it on the web site. 
Bob suggests writing newer recommendations with the help of Al and the DNR 
for Conservation Seed planting, including crop rotation.  Viable Round- Up Ready 
soybeans should be obtained.  We need to seek and publicize our successes, 
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especially the popular Green Fire Mix, which feeds turkeys and other wildlife for 
several seasons. 
 

Web Site (Tony) 
The web site is kept current.  The newest news posted is that Tom Karsten is 
back.  There are advertising opportunities available.   
 

Convention (Jan). 
The State Chapter Convention is January 16 and 17, 2015 at the Holiday Inn Big 
Rapids.  The contract is signed.  We will take suggestions for the speaker 
(Shawn will ask Tom Stuckey).  We hope for more participation from all chapters, 
as well as donations of merchandise or money for the Core package.  Tom is the 
Regional Director to contact.  We will attempt to ship the Core Package to the 
site with someone present to receive it.  Steve will make a “robo call” at 3 cents 
each call, and email all committee members (free) to promote this convention.   
 

Patch Program (Ron) 
6,000 patches are ordered for 2015. With postage and supplies the expenses 
were $7,305.03. 4,588 patches were sold, 290 given to youth, and 500 patches 
given to directors and dignitaries for revenue of $22,941.40.  Total profit is 
$15,636.37. 
Patch information is in the turkey hunting guide.  The next patch design is 
chosen, so it will be sent for bids and approval. 
 

Rules and Regulations (Hugh) 
Most members are happy with the present rules, so there will probably be no 
changes until 2016.   
The change in Area 234 permit sales may have made buyers are more apathetic, 
or at least postpone their purchase.  Permits declined by 20,000, and out of state 
licenses also declined.  Since the base license fee increased, some hunters did 
not buy a license. 
A life time turkey hunting license is a good idea, but it literally takes an act of 
Congress, which is a long process. 
We think the harsh winter caused loss of turkeys, but this is not confirmed by the 
DNR as yet.  A few of the dead birds were from Avian Pox.   
No trapping and transferring within MI has happened recently, but it will be done 
when the birds are in good condition and the habitat is good at the receiving 
location. 
Gary requests that the ZZ line move north.  Ryan will research. 
 

Awards and Scholarships (Tony) 
Remember the deadline for individual awards and scholarship applications is 
December 1.  The forms are on the state NWTF web site. 
We should consider a Roger Latham award recipient for the national convention.  
Banners have been used for award gifts.  Are there any other suggestion? 
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Fund Raising (Ron) 
There are no fund raising activities at this time. 
 

Budget (Gary) 
The budget for the January 2014 to 2015 calendar year was shown with actual 
expenses to date, detailed by committee and category.  The total budget for 
2014-2015 is $22,490.00 with $11,559.00 spent year to date. 
 

Old Business 
A list of locations for the JAKES Take Aim trailer is being compiled.  Call Joe 
Presgrove and the Regional Director for a reservation.  Remember that events 
must be registered to be insured, and documentation on file at NWTF. 
 
The habitat trees in Lansing have been moved.  There are more than 300 trees 
left that need watering and moving (within the same property). A work bee will be 
on July 31 at 6:30.  The chapters are requesting more hands-on activities, so 
pass on this information. 
 
The Citizens for Professional Wildlife Management petition had 374,000 
signatures submitted.  We should contact our Congressmen to bring this to a 
vote in August. Thanks to all who helped. 
 
The Constitution and Bylaws of the Michigan State Chapter NWTF are 
distributed.  This will be mailed to those on the board who are absent.  This is the 
final copy.  This applies to all local chapters 
 
Madison Heights High School Dean of Students has requested Archery in the 
Schools for use in 3 of the schools in that district.  The DNR will help with start-up 
($1,300), and the local NWTF chapter, Beards & Spurs will assist.  We prefer to 
enlist the help of local chapters and clubs.  The PATH Foundation has money for 
projects related to their mission, and this may be applicable. 
 
One of Ken Buchholtz’ Wheelin Sportsmen trailers adapted for crossbow and 
shotgun is donated to the Demmer Center.  The Bays de Noc chapter requests 
funding to replace the equipment from this trailer ($1,000).  This will come from 
the Outreach Fund.  
 
Thanks  to LaFontaine, SB613 passed with the wild turkey added to the 
exceptions list of “road kill”  that may be in one’s possession.  A salvage tag is 
needed.  We will consider making him our Legislator of the Year.  
 
MI DNR is offering a Wildlife Habitat Grant writing workshop on July 21 via 
conference call.  Information is distributed. 
 
Some returned turkey calls from Bully’s might be used for banquets if the lids are 
remade.  If interested, see Steve. 
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. 
Thanks to all of the board for your good work for the wild turkey!   
 

Adjournment 
Motion to adjourn (Gary, Phil, carried).  Adjournment was at 3:20 PM.  The next 
meeting is September 13, 2014, location to be announced. 
 
Submitted by Jan Kuhtic, Secretary 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
.  
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